UNESCO's Index Translationum speaks volumes about topics and authors of global appeal. The bibliography of translations lists some 1.7 million books from 130 countries in 820 languages. Along with the authors above, works by Walt Disney Productions and the Old and New Testament are among the most widely translated. J. K. Rowling hasn’t cracked the top 50—yet. But lots of U.S. authors have. “Translation from other languages into American English,” says Rainer Schulte, of the Center for Translation Studies at the University of Texas, Dallas, “is limited in comparison to what gets translated from English into other languages.” —Diane Cole

**Most in Translation**

In this UNESCO compilation of most translated authors, size of last name corresponds to number of translations (listed below name). Color indicates language of original publication.

- Blue: English
- Red: German
- Yellow: French
- Green: Russian
- Orange: Danish
- Greenish: Ancient Greek
- Reddish: Italian/Latin/Polish
- Pinkish: Swedish
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**IF YOU NEED**

It’s the only sleep aid that has 2
day. Ask your healthcare provide

**Proven effective for up to 7 hours in clinic**

You’re invited to get 7

**AMBIEN CR** is indicated for the treat

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

AMBIEN CR is a treatment option you a
consider along with lifestyle changes a
provider recommends. Until you know shou
shouldn’t drive or operate machinery. 5 hou
hours to sleep before being active ag
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